
 

Hello Reader 

and 

WELCOME TO OUR APRIL NEWSLETTER 

 

 
The beautiful colours of a Central Australian Desert sunset. 

 

OOPs! What happened to March?  

 

       I have had my head down getting book 2 ready for print and think I have just about read it through 

from cover to cover ohh! about twenty times.  

Not long now and it will be signed off on and ready to go. Every time I got to where I said.."this is the 

last lot of changes"...I would find more typos etc. I of course will leave two in there because nothing is 

perfect and that is perfection in itself. Anyone who has written and self published will know exactly 

what I am talking about. 

 

       Cannot wait to see it in print! Lots more photos, 180+ and bigger sizes as well as bigger font, of 

course an exciting story as well! Learnt so much from writing and publishing book 1...obviously not 

enough though...Well, life is a learning in progress.  

       Paul has been carving and making some wonderful sounding kōauau. A kōauau is a small flute, 

ductless and notchless, four to eight inches long, open at both ends and having from three to six 

fingerholes placed along the pipe. He has been experimenting with different woods which all have a 

unique sound to them. Once completed we will photograph them and have them up for sale on our 

website and at expos and markets. 

 

       This Easter we are hoping to get a stall at the Bangalow Markets. Will have to line up at 6am on the 

Sunday with all the other non-permanents to see what is left. Usually we do the four days at the 

Wellbeing Expo in the Hall next to the markets but decided that we would give the markets ago instead. 

If it goes well we will be there on each Sunday. 

 

       Only 3 weeks to go until we are out in the desert with our group and what a special time to be going 

there. The rain has been bucketing down, a very rare occurrence and so it should be lovely and green, 

filled with wild flowers and animals. We may even have to use our rain coats. Would so love to see 



Uluru in the rain. There is also a huge gathering of Elders going on at the moment out there and the 

energy that will come from that and infuse into the land will be amazing. Now we know why we had to 

change from September last year to May this year. We did wonder and just decided to trust..most of the 

time..that all would be fine. It is fully booked and we are so excited about being out there with those 

who took the leap and decided to join us. Special special place. 

Paul and I have decided to put on another one next year if this one goes well....and we just know it will. 

Thinking about two..one in May and the other September....just putting it out there for now and looking 

for expressions of interest. Remember that we only take 8-10 people with us...so as always it will be 

first in best dressed. 

 

       The Blood Moons that are occurring this year have created lots of interesting conversations around 

town and amongst friends. Many are predicting that the four moons will bring "world shaking events." 

In some ways I hope so. Not ones that hurt people but ones that shake and wake humanity up from this 

deep asleep state that we have been in for so long. Last Monday at Bentley, not far from us, 3000 strong 

stood together to watch the rising sun in solidarity for the protection of the Earth and its waters. To stop 

the fracking for gas and other Earth destruction in this area. Next Monday there will be more and each 

week it will grow and grow until the companies and governments get the idea that we don't want our 

land and water destroyed. The gas companies are waiting until we all go away...no such luck..this is the 

new consciousness of the people of this planet in action. There is a core group of people who camp there 

through the week and on the weekends it swells to thousands with the supporters, not only from here but 

from all over Australia. Here is a link to a video from last Mondays rally. 

 http://vimeo.com/m/91874445 

       Tip of the month: Do nothing and everything will get done. Taoist 

philosophy. What that actually means is stop running around trying to force things to be the way you 

want them to be...act when your instincts tell you to and all will fall into place. The Universe has a way 

more wonderful way of getting things done than we can possibly imagine and I know many of you have 

experienced this when you have let go of controlling certain situations and just allowed them to flow. It 

will also mean that you won't have to go over and over something trying to make it perfect. When the 

time is right and the energy flowing it will all happen once, swiftly and perfectly, maybe not the way 

you imagined, just a tad more amazingly. 

 

Until next month when we will intend to give you a rundown of our desert journey REMEMBER: 

 Follow your heart and live your dreams. 

Blessing to you all 

Phoebe and Paul. 
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